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Fake News During Covid-19 
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ABSTRACT 

Every citizen of the India is having Right to Freedom of Speech and expression under 

Article 19(1)(a) of Indian Constitution however this right is subject to the reasonable 

restrictions under Article 19(2). This Right means one can express this views and opinion 

through any medium without any interruptions.  

Following article will be dealing about the restriction upon article 19(1)(a) and how fake 

news doesn’t come under the 19(1)(a) one cannot spread fake news since it’s subject to 

nations security. Due to fake news covid-19 chances to spread all over the country 

increases.  

This article will also be dealing with the steps taken by Government for fake news during 

the time crises and what punishments are could be given to the fake news spreaders. 

 

Imagine Legal actions should always be taken for fake news not only in the times of crises. 

Indian citizen has got Right to Freedom of Speech and Expression but this right is also not the 

absolute right this right is the subject of reasonable restriction when it comes to sovereignty 

and integrity of the nation. Freedom of Speech and Expression doesn’t give the right of license 

to spread fake news to the world even knowing the factor their fake news or statement could 

led the situation at its worst form, but they themselves extended their limits of freedom of 

speech and expression and in this contest they speak whatever what they wish to do without 

caring about the restriction imposed over the Article and the consequences of their statement 

at the times of crises. There are many illiterate people in India so they easily get influenced by 

that fake news and start rebelling which led to raise difficulties at the time of cries. 

 According to the Law and Procedure these kinds of people spreading the fake news at the time 

of crises are getting punishment and strict actions are taken by the Government against them. 

There are many legal actions which could be taken such as putting the spreader into the Jail 

and make strict laws. It is very necessary to make strict laws and set examples for others at the 

time of crises.    

Taking example of what currently going in the whole word Covid-19, till now many have died 
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because of this virus and its spreading like wild fire in all over the world. In India Government 

is taking all possible steps to extent this virus from India, but some people in India are 

expressing their views via various platform and their statements were misleading the public at 

large, in Disaster Management Act, 2005 section 54 states that whoever makes or circulates a 

false alarm or warning as to a disaster or its severity, leading to panic, could be imprisoned 

which may extend to one year or with fine.  

At the times of crises, it become responsibility of every citizen to be aware and follow the 

guidelines which been imposed by the Government. Not to be misguided by any fake new. 

Government had also made strict provisions for the fake news spreaders and at the time of 

crises when it comes to security of nation there are strict and sudden action those fake news 

spreaders and generation should be imprisoned.  

In today’s modern world everybody is socially very active and can say got a platform where 

they can express their view and opinion without any interruptions but some of the people 

misuses these platforms for their views which could influence other people and were able to 

disturb the security of the state. Since everyone is having right to speech and expression but 

some are exercising this right for the wrong purpose and they harming the peace of the country. 

Emotionally unstable people get influenced easily by such ideas even try to share more and 

more and others also get influenced by those thoughts and like that chain continues. By this 

process more and more people get influenced and result in disturbing the counties peace. These 

kinds of activities could be stopped by Government, as government is taking strict actions 

additional to that it’s the responsibility of the citizen before sharing or trusting any news or any 

speech must go to the deep reality and know the truth about that, then share if it is the truth 

with should be known to all. At the time of crises everybody should follow the guidelines given 

by the government otherwise everyone has to suffer in large. Taking the example of present 

time when corona is spreading like wildfire in all over the world, Indian Government had taken 

certain steps to get rid of this situation, Government of India have lockdown the whole India 

where no one is allowed to move out of the house without any Important reason. Here also 

some people are misusing there right to freedom of speech and expression by convening fake 

news like Corona is not at all dangerous to us Government is restricting our right to movement 

and influence lot of citizen and making whole country in a danger by giving such messages. 

People came to revolt and as a result no of patients of Covid-19 is increasing very rapidly and 

let India to suffer from such deadly disease. Some people are so selfish that they only think 

about their rights that they have right to freedom of speech and expression and not even think 

about it also have certain restrictions they only want to convey the thoughts which they are 
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having and influence others. Some fake news is like they could get rid from corona virus by 

various ways, kindly don’t trap into such news.  Because of that fake news many innocent 

people had to suffer by believing on those news as in the time of crises, Government also make 

strict laws which everyone needs to follow. In the time when outbreak of Covid-19 is in whole 

world, Indian Government have taken the decision of lockdown where they have lockdown the 

whole India where everyone in the country are suggested not to move out from their homes 

without any important reason. All transportation inter and intra states been stopped so the 

people who are other state or other region came for some work like labours they were not able 

o move to their hometowns, since the India is lockdown so they have no work and earning for 

that also government had  made many policies so they could essentials every easily government 

had made polices like Pradhan Mantri Garib Kalyan Scheme where Finance Minister Nirmal 

Sitharaman had announced relief package for the poor, workers and those who need immediate 

help. Additional to this it also includes money transfer, food security and who ever will come 

under this scheme will be getting five Kg of Rice/Wheat for next three months. But here also 

one can hear fake news liken one won’t be getting food and prices of food will be raised and 

creating a situation of panic among the poor.          Government of India is taking all the possible 

steps to avoid the situation where people had to come out from their houses. In this time also 

fake news didn’t stopped still people are hearing those fake news and believe them such a fake 

news was transportation facilities get started now everybody will be able to reach their 

hometowns  but on reaching the bus stands there no such thing is happening and a huge crowd 

been gathered which is very harmful cause its suggested to follow social distancing to avoid 

the situation of Covid-19. At this very sensitive time also fake news spreading didn’t stopped 

because of that fake news more and more chances of spreading Corona Virus increases and 

will led to a very worst situation, now situations are very much controlled compared to other 

countries but still the fake news spreading continues situation will going to be worst. 

Government is taking all the necessary steps to make India free from Covid-19. Noe it comes 

to the citizen of India to support the government as they are only the backbone of the country, 

the government will make the laws but it will only be affected when they been followed 

properly by every citizen without any influence of fake news. For all those who are spreading 

such king of news and trouble maker at this time Government is taking strict actions. Some of 

the people are connecting this situation with religious factor and the one how don’t have any 

sense of responsibility towards the nation connect this critical time with religion and try to 

influence innocent people in the name of religion and are able to achieve what they want that 

is to hurt the peace and security of the nation. We the citizen of the country only have to take 

step by not the share them further and more try to report them and even not to get influenced 
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by them.  Government had asked to the social media fir to promote authentic content and 

remove all the fake news, as Corona virus outbreak has become the global concern and at this 

time it’s been recorded that there is the trend of circulation of misinformation among the public. 

It urged Social Media platforms to initiate awareness and the platform not the circulate fake 

news and companies are also taking immediate actions by disabling and removing such content. 

As I already stated that citizens are the backbone of the country if everyone follow the 

lockdown sincerely our country could come out form the outbreak of corona virus and should 

respect the policies and guidelines made by the government and should give much importance 

to the fake news or not get emotionally attached to the fake news. Through fake news only one 

can destroy the nations peace and security so we don’t have to get trapped by that and even not 

to share them further.      

***** 


